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voice, uttering all manner of endearing epithets, which
Johnny multiplied and varied in a style worthy of the
Old Women in Eabelais at the birth of PantagrueL I
often wondered that Mathews, who borrowed so many
good things from John Ballantyne, allowed this Cobbler,
which was certainly the masterpiece, to escape him.
Scott himself had probably exceeded that evening the
three glasses of wine sanctioned by his Sangrados. "I
never," said Constable, "had found him so disposed to
be communicative about what he meant to do. Though
he had had a return of his illness but the day before, he
<eontinued for an hour or more to walk backwards and
forwards on the green, talking and laughing — he told
us he was sure he should make a hit in a Glasgow weaver,
whom he would ravel up with Rob ; and fairly outshone
the Cobbler, in an extempore dialogue between the bailie
and the cateran — something not unlike what the book
gives us as passing in the Glasgow tolbooth."
Mr. Puff might well exult in the "full and entire suc-
cess " of this trip to Abbotsford. His friend had made it
a sine qua non with Constable that he should have a
third share in the bookseller's moiety of the bargain —
and though Johnny had no more trouble about the pub-
lishing or selling of Eob Koy than his own Cobbler of
Kelso, this stipulation had secured him a bonus of <£1200,
before two years passed. Moreover, one must admire his
adroitness in persuading Constable, during their journey
back to Edinburgh, to relieve him of that fraction of his
own old stock, with which his unhazardous share in the
new transaction was burdened. Scott's kindness contin-
ued, as long as John Ballantyne lived, to provide for him
a constant succession of similar advantages at the same
easy rate; and Constable, from deference to Scott's
wishes, and from his own liking for the humorous auc-
tioneer, appears to have submitted with hardly a momen-
tary grudge to this heavy tax on his most important ven-
tures.

